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ABSTRACT

development process. Advocates for API usability, such as
Joshua Bloch from Google have stressed that

Application programming interfaces (APIs) are the
interfaces to existing code structures, such as widgets,
frameworks, or toolkits. Therefore, they very much do have
an impact on the quality of the resulting system. So,
ensuring that developers can make the most out of them is
an important challenge. However standard usability
evaluation methods as known from HCI have limitations in
grasping the interaction between developer and API as most
IDEs (essentially the GUI) capture only part of it. In this
paper we present the Concept Map method to study the
usability of an API over time. This allows us to elicit the
mental model of a programmer when using an API and
thereby identify usability issues and learning barriers and
their development over time.

“good APIs increase the pleasure and productivity of the
developers […] the quality of the software they produce,
and ultimately, the corporate bottom line. Conversely,
poorly written APIs […] have been known to harm the
bottom line to the point of bankruptcy” [4].
A number of researchers have started to investigate the
usability of APIs more in detail in recent years, with
McLellan et al. [25] often being cited as having conducted
the first formal usability study of an API. Since then, there
have been quite a few studies on different design aspects,
such as the use of different patterns (e.g. [13]) or API
documentation. Besides, several books and papers
providing API design guidelines have been published [9]
[29]. At the CHI 2009 conference a special interest group
(SIG) took place on API Usability [11] to discuss the
challenges of designing a usable API. As one outcome, the
organizers have created a web resource with a collection of
useful resources and links to papers about the topic.
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An area within this field, that one can find only little
research about, are the data gathering methods used to
actually assess the usability of an API. Essentially, most
methods have been adaptations of existing HCI usability
evaluation techniques such as usability tests and inspection
methods. Since an API is fundamentally different from a
graphical user interface, for which these methods have been
designed for, we think that there is a huge potential for
evaluation methods that have been specifically designed to
address the particularities of an API. Since the GUI, which
allows researchers to directly observe the interaction with
an interface, is missing, direct observation methods are
more vulnerable to subjective interpretation. Inspection
methods require a high level of knowledge about the API
and API programming in general by the analyst. Besides,
writing a piece of code is often a tedious process over days
if not weeks, so in case of the observation approaches and
depending on the complexity of the API it can be difficult
to define ecologically valid tasks that fit in a 1-2 hours
observation session. Furthermore, using an API is a
constant learning process, as developers seldom read
documentation in advance but rather search for examples or
documentation on the fly. Thereby, a research method for
API usability should be able to grasp this learning process

General Terms

Measurement.
INTRODUCTION

In today’s software development it has become a rare
occurrence that everything has to be programmed from
scratch. This is not only true for subsequent releases but
also for “new” products. Instead, developers often rely on
existing widgets, frameworks, libraries, or software
development toolkits that provide existing code structure
for reuse. To access these, application programming
interfaces are provided (APIs) and while there may be
many different kinds of APIs they all serve the same
purpose, as Daughtry et al. [10] described it: “they each
provide a programmatic user-interface to a module of
code”. As with any kind of interface, some of them are
more usable than others and this can have a tremendous
impact on the final product as well as the efficiency of the
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oover time and
d allow the reesearcher to identify learnin
ng
bbarriers.
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design of new APIIs as discussed in the introoduction –
therebyy, studying annd analyzing eexisting APIs serves the
purposse of understaanding how peeople actually use these
which can then help us to design bbetter APIs in the future.
might be to connduct comparattive studies
The thhird purpose m
of APIIs. This is espeecially importaant when comppanies have
to deccide which of several comppeting APIs thhey should
introduuce in their sofftware development process bbut also for
marketting purposes w
when launchingg a new API.
Data-g
gathering

A trem
mendous challenge for the evaaluation of an API is that
using aand interactingg with an API iis much more subtle than
using a standard sofftware applicaation and thereefore more
difficuult to observe aand analyze. Thhe reason is thhat the IDE
as the interface doees not necessarily capture the whole
interacction with an API. Accorddingly, it is nnot straight
forwarrd to define wrong doings or errors dduring the
observvation of users since there arre many ways to reach a
goal.

F
Figure 1: A conccept map of thee ZOIL API

IIn this paper we
w will address and contributee to this issue by
b
ppresenting an API
A evaluation
n method that is based on th
he
cconcept mapping techniquee (see fig. 1)
1 known fro
om
learning theoriees [27]. It allo
ows the researccher to elicit th
he
ddeveloper’s meental model when
w
working with an API by
b
m
making the inteeraction visiblee. Furthermoree, it is especiallly
uuseful in a long
gitudinal design
n as our metho
od is designed to
aallow the track
k of changes within
w
the datta over time - a
ccommon and difficult
d
to add
dress challengee in longitudin
nal
rresearch [8]. Thereby
T
it can be used to asssess the learnin
ng
bbarriers develo
opers come accross when working
w
with an
uunfamiliar AP
PI as well ass their evoluttion over tim
me.
B
Besides, our method
m
is easy to apply in prractice as it usses
hhands-on mateerials and may
y include a wide
w
variety of
ppossible metriccs. In the folllowing section
ns we will firrst
rreview existing
g literature off API evaluattion methods to
ddiscuss the chaallenges that a method shou
uld address. We
W
w
will then pressent the meth
hod in detaill, outlining th
he
m
materials, the design ration
nales, and thee data-gatherin
ng
pprocess. Eventtually, we willl discuss the application an
nd
aanalysis possib
bilities of the method by prresenting a caase
sstudy of an API evaluation with universitty students wh
ho
w
were given the task to create a software prototype with th
he
hhelp of an unfamiliar API.

Neverttheless, the m
most common approaches to study the
usabiliity of an API have been labb based usabiliity tests in
combinnation with tthe thinking aloud protocool. In the
alreadyy cited studdy by McLellan et al. [25] four
program
mmers from an API target ggroup were givven the task
to anallyze and undeerstand a code example that used calls
from thhe API. They were asked to think aloud w
while trying
to undeerstand the codde and expresss what informaation about
the AP
PI they would nneed to reprodduce such a coode sample.
They w
were also askked what furthher features thhey would
expectt from the APII from what tthey have seenn, allowing
API might
the ressearchers to aassess how uusers of this A
perceivve its ceiling [226]. As the parrticipants were allowed to
ask quuestions to ann API expert, one could deescribe this
approaach as some kiind of co-desiggn for API devvelopment.
In Kleemmer et al [22], the authhors conducteed a more
traditioonal usability test with seveen participantss using the
Papierr-Mâché toollkit for devveloping tanggible user
interfacces. Participannts were first introduced to the toolkit
and theen were asked to complete thhree typical proogramming
tasks bby using it. Thhinking aloud as well as paarticipants’
Java ccode was thenn used to anallyze the usabiility of the
toolkitt. In a similarr way, Heer eet al. [19] annalyzed the
usabiliity of their preffuse toolkit. Ann interesting allteration of
Beaton et al. [33]. In their
this appproach was pproposed by B
approaach, participantts first would have to write in pseudo
code w
what they wouuld expect in thhe API for a ccertain task
and theen perform thee real task usinng the API. Thhereby, the
authorss suggest, one can better asseess the mappinng between
the us er’s mental m
model and its matching witth the real
world. All these apprroaches had the primary goall of finding
API rather thaan generate
usabiliity flaws withiin a specific A
knowleedge for a theooretical basis ffor API designn. Contrary,
de Souuza et al. [12] performed ann extensive fielld study to
undersstand how APIs are used in ppractice, whichh roles they
serve, and whether thheir use has onnly beneficial ppurposes or
also drrawbacks. Thee authors spennt 11 weeks onn site of a

C
CHALLENGES
S FOR THE EV
VALUATION OF AN API

W
When reviewiing the literaature about API evaluatio
on
m
methods, only few papers fo
ocus specificaally on the dattaggathering meth
hod (e.g. [15] [7] [25]). How
wever, there are
a
qquite some pap
pers that presen
nt, discuss, and
d evaluate certaain
ddesign choicess, such as speecific patterns of an API. In
pprinciple, we can identify three differen
nt purposes for
f
sstudying the ussability of an API.
A The first is to support th
he
ddevelopment prrocess of an AP
PI, following the
t user-centered
trradition of ussability engineeering lifecyclees. In this casse,
sstudying the usability
u
has th
he goal to ob
btain answers to
qquestions such
h as how easy
y it is to learn
n the API, ho
ow
eefficiently it caan be used for specified taskss, or which areeas
aare difficult to
o use and lead to miscon
nceptions in th
he
pprogrammers’ understanding
g. The second
d purpose is to
dderive design principles
p
and a theoretical fo
oundation for th
he
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software company, conducting non-participant observations
and semi-structured interviews, as well as being able to gain
access to documents about the processes and to discussion
databases. In a grounded theory approach, the data was
analyzed and continuously enriched with new observations
and interviews. The nature of such a study obviously makes
it inappropriate for analyzing the usability of an API during
the development process, nevertheless more focused, shortterm field observations can help in defining e.g.
requirements for an upcoming new version of an existing
API.

May 7–12, 2011 • Vancouver, BC, Canada

Ko et al. [23] on the other hand identified six learning
barriers of an API, such as selection barriers or information
barriers, in a large field study which can be again used to
cluster qualitative data. Identifying such learning barriers
can be one step to assess the threshold of an API, which
basically means how difficult it is to achieve certain
outcomes with it.
Myers et al. introduced the threshold and ceiling concept as
quality criteria. “The threshold is how difficult it is to learn
how to use the system and the ceiling is how much can be
done using the system” [26]. In most of the studies cited so
far, the goal was to identify the threshold or barriers within
the API that seem to increase the threshold. The ceiling on
the other hand defines what is achievable with an API. So
instead of looking at the process, one can look at the
artifacts that can be created by using a specific API and
thereby determine its value and quality. Common
approaches here are case studies that show a wide range of
possible systems [19] [22].

Next to these methods with direct involvement of end users
(programmers), there has also been some research regarding
analytical inspection type methods, comparable to usability
inspection methods such as cognitive walkthroughs or
heuristic evaluation. The main advantage here obviously is
that no real users are needed which may facilitate testing as
the target group of an API often is spread around the world
and not as easy to get into a lab as the potential iPod user.
Farooq and Zirkler [15] presented a method called API Peer
reviews, which is based on cognitive walkthroughs and
adapted to APIs. The approach has been used within
Microsoft in addition to usability tests. It is a group-based
usability inspection where different members of the API
development team serve different roles, e.g. the feature
owner is the one whose part of the API is under review and
some of the team members serve as reviewers. During a 1.5
hours meeting the goal is to walk through a specific part of
an API while trying to resemble a typical scenario of use.
The reviewers comment on this by trying to put themselves
in the role of users. The method proved to be highly
scalable and to have a very good benefit-to-cost ratio.
Nevertheless, the authors see it as an addition to usability
testing rather than a replacement.

In summary, the most common data-gathering approaches
are usability tests, thinking aloud, inspection methods, and
in some cases field observations. From an analysis
perspective, the metrics include straight forward aspects
such as task-completion time and lines of codes as well as
more theoretical grounded analysis frameworks such as the
cognitive dimensions.
We think that these current approaches seem to be
insufficient to address two major aspects: 1) in case of
observation or inspection approaches, most studies are
limited to one or maybe a few hours. Thereby, tasks are
rather simple and most of the time “pre-defined” with given
code samples. More complex or even real tasks, where
developers can use the API for real projects are seldom and
difficult to integrate in such study designs, although such
tasks would provide very valuable input regarding the
usability of an API in real world situations. 2) It is difficult
to assess eventual changes in learning barriers or the
threshold of an API during a single session. One can
assume that barriers shift during longer usage times and
thresholds may be perceived differently after some time.
Both of these aspects can be addressed by using a
longitudinal study design, which basically gathers data at
more than one point in time [28]. What is still needed is an
appropriate data-gathering method which then makes it
possible to integrate more complex tasks and observe these
changes. Besides, most approaches rely on direct
observation or inspection. However, given the task of
coding a piece of software, we can see a value of
retrospective approaches that might allow users to better
reflect on the pros and cons of a certain API. Simple
retrospective interviews seem insufficient to do so, as they
would lack a proper artifact to trigger the discussion with
the participant. In the following section we will present the
Concept Map method, which incorporates a longitudinal

Metrics

Regarding the metrics used in the studies cited above to
assess the usability, there have been both qualitative and
quantitative approaches. Purely quantitative measurements
include task-completion times [1] [13], sometimes lines of
codes [22], or number of iteration steps needed [1]. While
these can help in comparing different APIs [13] they can
only indicate usability issues in a rather broad sense. More
detailed qualitative analysis of the think-aloud protocol and
video observation data helps in identifying more deep
usability issues. Here, the work of Clarke [7] has been
rather influential. He used the cognitive dimensions
framework [18] and adapted it to fit the needs of API
usability evaluation. By using this framework, researchers
can cluster findings in the different categories, e.g. API
Viscosity or Consistency and by that get help in identifying
which higher level concept of the API might be
problematic. Farooq and Zirkler also relied on this
framework to cluster the findings of their API Peer Review
approach [15].
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API. G
Given the graphh-based structuure of such a m
map, we are
furtherrmore able to (digitally) com
mpare it with a “master”
map crreated by the A
API developers or API experts.

ffield study dessign and a vissual representaation of the API
A
uusage and thereefore directly addresses
a
thesee issues.
T
THE CONCEPT
T MAP METHO
OD

N
Novak [27] inttroduced conceept mapping in
n the late 1960s
aand early 1970s as a research
h method durin
ng a longitudin
nal
112-year researrch project th
hat assessed how children
n’s
uunderstanding of science concepts
c
chan
nged over tim
me.
C
Concept mapss can be desscribed as vissual knowledg
ge
rrepresentations with nodes an
nd edges. Each
h node represen
nts
a concept and is
i linked with one or severall other nodes via
v
eedges. The ed
dges are typiccally directed and labeled to
ddescribe the nature
n
of the connection beetween the tw
wo
nnodes. Originaally, it has been
b
defined as a top-dow
wn
ddiagram to deccompose hieraarchical relatio
onships within
n a
m
main concept. However, it has since beeen applied in a
nnumber of varriations, includ
ding non-hieraarchical but flat
fl
sstructures. Wh
hile Novak haas originally introduced
i
it to
im
mprove teachiing biology, it has since then
n shown to hav
ve
ggreat value on student learniing for a varieety of topics an
nd
teaching situatiions [14], both
h as a learning
g strategy and as
aan instructionaal strategy. It has even beeen applied as a
m
means to asseess the studen
nts understand
ding of scien
nce
cconcepts [24]. In HCI, conceept maps have been applied as
ccreativity and structuring
s
too
ols, similar to mind maps, e..g.
dduring the req
quirements phaase in a usabiility engineerin
ng
pprocess [2].

Design
n rationale & M
Materials

The m
method is designned with hands-on materials, making it
easy too apply in any environment. In the followinng, we will
presentt the materiaals needed aand discuss tthe design
rationaale and possiblee design choices behind them
m. We have
exploreed different altternatives in tw
wo case studiess, of which
we willl present the seecond one in ddetail later on.
A moddified pin-boaard/whiteboardd: We have aapplied the
methodd both on a taable and on a vvertical pin-booard. While
the tabble allows moree people to poosition themselvves around
the maap, the verticall board has thee advantage thaat it allows
the us er to step baack and gain an overview, which we
consid er as an essenttial advantage oof that setting

G
Given the naturre of an API, we
w propose con
ncept maps as an
a
eevaluation an
nd assessmen
nt method to elicit th
he
pprogrammer’s mental modell of an API. Thereby,
T
we are
a
aable to identify
y misconceptio
ons and probleematic areas an
nd
aassess how thesse are changing
g over time.

Figure 2: A “modified” vertical pin board
d

As we want to allow participants too easily place cconcepts on
the maap as well as chhange the placement and anyy links they
have crreated, a huge whiteboard would be the best solution.
A handds-on alternatiive, which we used during oour second
study, is a modified pinboard with painter foil piinned upon
it (see fig. 2). This alllows participaants to pin conccepts as on
a pinbboard and draaw and removve connections as on a
whitebboard.

M
Main Idea

A
An API, by deefinition, is alw
ways an interfaace between tw
wo
ddistinct pieces of software code.
c
One of them being th
he
aapplication thatt is under deveelopment and the
t other being
ga
m
more general frramework or SDK
S
to which the
t API provid
des
thhe interface. Our concep
pt mapping approach asks
pparticipants to visualize this relationship
r
beetween their ow
wn
ppiece of codee (which can be a given task or a reeal
aapplication) an
nd the API. Th
his happens during a 30-60m
min
oobservation sesssion, which is
i video-taped
d and includes a
thhinking aloud protocol. For each
e
participan
nt, this session is
rrepeated (e.g. once a week
k over a fivee week perio
od)
ddepending on the compleexity of the API and th
he
aapplication. Du
uring these rep
petitions, the users
u
don’t staart
ffrom scratch bu
ut are handed their
t
concept map
m from the laast
ssession and ask
ked to change everything wh
hich they do not
n
loonger perceivee as being a correct
c
represeentation of theeir
m
mental model. This is an important aspect, as
a we do not ask
a
thhem how theeir understandiing of the AP
PI has changed
((which would be much morre difficult to answer) but ask
a
ng
thhem to updatee their own artiifact. How theeir understandin
hhas changed is then implicitly
y reflected in the
t changes they
m
make to the map.
m
By analyzzing these map
ps together wiith
A
API experts, it is now
w possible to understan
nd
m
misconceptionss of or simply
y usability pro
oblems with th
he

Figurre 3: yellow APII concepts and ggreen prototypee concepts

The cooncepts: In ouur studies, wee used cards oof the size
7.5x100.5cm for each concept (see ffig. 3). Dependding on the
goal off the study, it iis possible to eeither pre-definne concepts
or let participants ddefine these bby themselvess. A more
would prefer tthe latter whiile a more
exploraative study w
controllled setting, w
with specific parts of an A
API under
investiigation, shoulld pre-define concepts. Thhis allows
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eeasier comparisson of conceptt maps between
n users or with
ha
m
master map, en
nabling quantittative data anaalysis. What iss a
cconcept? The granularity
g
of a concept can be
b adapted to th
he
rresearch goal as
a well. A conccept can be a certain
c
method,, a
cclass name or a higher level construct
c
that in
ncludes multip
ple
cclasses. It can also be detacched from the actual code by
b
uusing an abstraact or a user-ceentered perspecctive. If the API
A
ffor example is responsible for handlling the inp
put
m
modalities, onee concept cou
uld be “Input modality” or it
ccould be decom
mposed into “mouse
“
input””, “touch inputt”,
““voice input”, etc. By using different levels of granulariity
ffor different parts
p
of the API,
A
the researrcher can defin
ne
w
which aspect iss under close in
nvestigation (tthe detailed parrt)
aand still assess the overall und
derstanding off the whole APII.
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We have foundd that asking pparticipants
group of concepts. W
to indiccate these areaas quickly trigggers responses explaining
the prooblems and thhereby providding tremendouus help in
undersstanding any uusability issuees. Again we think that
havingg the artifact helps particippants to talk aabout such
issues more easily, as they can vvisualize and assign the
problem
m to a concretee object.

W
We further disttinguish betweeen API concep
pts and what we
w
ccall “prototypee concepts” which include the
t concepts for
f
thhe piece of sofftware the partticipant is writiing. The task for
f
thhe participant during the co
oncept mappin
ng session is to
cconnect the prototype concep
pts with the API
A concepts by
b
ddrawing a line and add a labeel to it that furtther explains th
he
cconnection. Baasically, we theereby ask the users
u
to visualize
thhe processes between the sofftware and the API.
A

Figure 5: Concept Maap session 1 and
d 2 from group 2

Extendding and modiffying maps ovver time: As diiscussed in
the preevious sectionn, one main ggoal of the meethod is to
make cchanges over tiime visually grraspable. Thiss, of course
means,, that the methood can be most effective if thhere is time
for succh a longitudinal data gatherinng design whicch includes
multiplle sessions thaat build on topp of each otherr. The idea
here thhen is that parrticipants conttinue to work and refine
their cooncept map duuring each sesssion, given thatt they have
continuued to use the API either witth predefined ttasks or for
their reeal work (see fig. 5). First, tthey are askedd to review
all the concepts andd connections and encourageed to think
about currently unllabeled links and the map structure.
mportant to pprovide a flexxible map
Thereffore, it is im
backgrround such ass a whiteboarrd or the moddified pinboard. Otherwise, chhanges are tediious and particcipants will
be reluuctant to do tthese. Changess always hint towards a
changeed or extendedd understandingg of the API aand thereby
indicatting potential pproblem areas as well as falsse positives
one maay come acrosss in a usabilitty test – some aspects of
an APII might just nneed some time to learn. Thhis “change
and uppdate” proceduure is also usedd for the adjecttive ratings
and thee problem areeas. Regarding the former, changes are
done bby placing a nnew adjective on top of thhe old one,
makingg it easy in thee end to recappture the proceess. For the

Figure 4: Adjectives attached
d (easy, practical) to Concepts
((semantic zoom
m level, view of info.
i
object) and
d a problem areea

R
Rating conceptts and indicatin
ng problem areeas: The metho
od
inncludes two further tools to help undeerstand potentiial
uusability issuess (see fig. 4). First,
F
the particcipants are asked
too assign one of
o several pre--defined adjectives, which are
a
aalso written on
n individual carrds, to each co
oncept at the en
nd
oof a session. These
T
adjectivees are presenteed as contrastin
ng
ppairs of adjectives as in a semantic differrential. We hav
ve
uused a set of eiight pairs, inclu
uding the likess as convenientt –
innconvenient, easy – com
mplicated, beaautiful – uglly.
P
Participants aree only allowed to assign on
ne adjective per
p
cconcept - the one
o which besst expresses th
heir feeling. Th
he
m
main idea heree is to quickly
y identify the concepts whicch
trrigger a posittive and whicch trigger a negative
n
feelin
ng.
U
Using the adjecctives allowed us to use the saame approach as
w
with the concep
pt map cards, nevertheless, other
o
emotion or
m
mood measures can be appllied here as well.
w
The secon
nd
toool is asking participants to
t indicate prroblem areas by
b
ddrawing a red line
l around tho
ose concepts th
hat they have had
thhe most troublle with when th
hey were using
g the API. In th
hat
w
way, individual concepts can
n be marked as well as a who
ole
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analysis, the most interesting parts are when participants
change from a negative to a positive adjective or the other
way around, indicating a clear change of perception of this
specific concept. Problem areas can be removed or just
reduced in size as well as enlarged. Users just have to erase
the drawing and change it accordingly. This gives
researchers an understanding of the complexity of a
problem which is furthermore supported by the thinking
aloud. Again, being asked to do such changes often triggers
users to explain these. The number of repeated sessions
needed strongly depends on the complexity of the API, the
nature of the task and the experience of the users. In our
studies, we used at least five iterations to be able to grasp
changes as well as a level of stabilization. The time
duration mostly depends on the amount of time participants
spend with the task in-between concept map sessions.

never used or seen before. However, they were familiar
with the C# language. Eleven students participated and
were split into five groups of two users (in one case three).
This allowed us to apply a “discussing aloud” as a variation
of thinking aloud during the concept map sessions for a
better understanding of the users. We applied a longitudinal
design over five weeks with five sessions (one session each
week) of which the first was an introduction session.
During the other four the participants were asked to create
and modify their individual concept map. Each session
lasted about 30 minutes. The overall programming task was
split up into four milestones and after each session, the
milestone for the next week was handed to the students.
Thereby, we could resemble a realistic setting in which the
task would require users to gain a deeper understanding of
the API as time goes by.

Besides these clear advantages for the longitudinal design,
the method can already provide valuable input in crosssectional designs as an addition for example to a usability
test. Thereby, one could for example assess the knowledge
about an API prior and after the test. Having such an
externalization of the users’ mental model furthermore can
also enhance interviews with experienced developers – not
to test their understanding but to understand their
knowledge.

Concepts: We created a master map of the ZOIL API prior
to the study, which took two API developers about three
hours. Based on this master map, we pre-selected 24
concepts. These focused on three aspects of the
API/framework. The input handling, the MVVM (ModelView-ViewModel) pattern which is required to create
objects in the zoomable canvas (the application window),
and the attached behavior pattern, which allows users of the
API to easily attach functionality to any object without
having the object to implement it in its class hierarchy.
Participants were not allowed to add concepts, as we
wanted to control this variable for comparison between
groups and the master map. We also provided “prototype”
concepts which users were allowed to extend during the
sessions in order to reflect their specific implementation of
the given task. All API concepts were handed to the
participants in the first session, and they were advised to
use those concepts in the map to which they could refer to
in any way. As students were learning the API and the
framework during the task, we expected their understanding
to change over time, which would then be reflected in their
use of concepts on the map.

CASE STUDY

The Concept Map method has been developed in an
iterative process which included two case studies. These
were used to test out different variations of the method (e.g.
table or vertical board, pre-defined or user-defined
concepts).We used a framework for building zoomable user
interfaces, which has been under development in our group,
as a testbed during the studies. In this section, we present
our second case study in detail. The idea of this section is to
present a subset of our study results as empirical evidence
about the usefulness of the method as well as more specifics
about the possibilities during data analysis.
The ZOIL API

Procedure: The first session was used to present the
programming task and explain the concept map approach.
We did so by asking users to build a concept map of the
“driver-car” interaction with the car representing the API
and the driver representing the prototype. In the second
session, users had worked with the API for one week and
were asked to create a first concept map. We presented the
materials, including the modified pin-board, different
markers, the API concepts, the prototype concepts, and the
adjectives. Usually, all participants started by flipping
through the available concepts and using a table to get an
overview. They then started to pin the known concepts onto
the board and connect them through links. They were asked
to discuss their decisions with their team mate but were
advised that the researchers would not interfere with their
task. After about 20 minutes, participants indicated that
they had finished their map. They were asked to once again
review the map and check any connections and labels.

The Zoomable Object-Oriented Information Landscape
(ZOIL) API provides access to the ZOIL framework, which
is deployed as a software framework written in C#/XAML
for .NET & Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). It
provides programmers with an extensible collection of
classes covering a wide range of functionality, e.g. ZUIs,
client-server persistency, and input device abstraction.
Basically, it serves as a toolkit for developing zoomable
user interfaces in the context of reality based interaction
and Surface Computing [21]. For the study, both the
framework and the API were still under development and
not “finished” products.
Study Design & Procedure

We conducted this study within a course about visual
information seeking systems. The computer science
students were given the task to create a prototype of such a
system by using the ZOIL framework, which they had
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a moree quantitative aand general appproach can bee helpful in
identify
fying
potenntial
usabillity
problem
ms
and
misconnceptions. At ffirst, we can chheck which conncepts have
been addded to the maap during whicch session. Wee can crosscheck this with the m
milestone for eeach session. Iff a concept
has be en added to thhe map althouggh the part off the API it
represeents was not uused until this point this couuld indicate
that ussers were ablee to anticipate parts of the A
API which
they haad not used beefore. Howeveer, if a conceppt has been
missingg although the milestonne clearly aasked the
particippants to make use of this speecific API part,, this could
indicatte that they didd not use or understand a neccessary part
of the A
API. We can aalso compare thhe use of concepts across
particippant groups annd for examplle, identify, hoow similar
groupss are to each oother and whetther there are ssimilarities
regardiing the use orr disuse of conncepts. In the ccase study,
the conncept “Landsccape Handler” is easily idenntified as a
problem
matic candidatte. This conceppt refers to the part of the
API tthat captures input eventss from differrent input
modaliities and forw
wards them too the zoomabble canvas
(whichh acts as a view
w). By compariing the groups we can see
that onnly two of our five groups inttegrated this cooncept into
their m
map, both durinng the second ssession. This iss correct as
the millestone for thiss second sessioon was to integgrate mouse
input iinto the protootype. Howeveer, all other ggroups are
missingg this conceptt. When looking at the mapps of those
two grroups who maade use of the Landscape H
Handler, we
can furrthermore see tthat only one ggroup used it coorrectly. In
fact, thhe other groupss connected thee Mouse Handller concept
directlyy to the view. While this unnderstanding sttill resulted
in a w
working prototyype (most proobably by copyying code)
the conncept maps revveal that these users did not uunderstand
the absstraction layer this landscapee handler introduces. The
integraation of furthher input moddalities wouldd therefore
cause pproblems and require more time. So we ccan clearly
state thhat this part off the API lackss some clarity and should
be eithher refined or bbetter documennted.

E
Eventually, wee asked them to
t assign the adjectives
a
to th
he
A
API concepts and
a mark any problem
p
areas by
b drawing a red
ccircle around th
he concepts beefore presentin
ng them the neext
m
milestone for their program
mming task. In
n the followin
ng
ssessions, participants were first asked to
t review theeir
eexisting map and
a change an
nything that th
hey would no
ow
cconsider as a wrong
w
reproducction of their mental
m
map. Th
he
nnext step requiired them to ex
xtend the map, reflecting theeir
pprogramming work
w
done du
uring the weeek and add an
ny
aadditional conccepts they had come across. Eventually, they
aagain revisited
d the adjectivees and the pro
oblem areas an
nd
m
made changes, accordingly. Every session was videotaped
aand stills were shot from eacch concept map
p at the end off a
ssession.
D
Data analysis

IIn our understaanding, a usefu
ul evaluation method
m
has to be
b
bboth flexible in
n terms of how
w it can be appllied and in term
ms
oof possible meeasures, that can
c be derived
d from it. Th
he
C
Concept Maps method prrovides a laarge variety of
ppossibilities fo
or data analyssis. In this section, we will
w
illlustrate the different
d
steps needed and exemplify theese
w
with results from our case stu
udy.
SStep 1 – digitizzing the map: The method is designed in
na
w
way that the resulting map
ps can be rep
presented in th
he
G
GraphML stan
ndard (http://grraphml.graphd
drawing.org/) by
b
uusing a graph editor
e
such as yEd
y (http://ww
ww.yworks.com
m),
w
with concepts and adjectives being repressented as nod
des
aand problem areas
a
as group
pings. In our case study, we
w
rreproduced onee map from each
e
session (tthe “final” maap,
eexample in fig. 6), thereby tottaling 4 maps per
p group and 20
2
m
maps in total (duration for this step: 4h). It can also be
b
innteresting to include
i
interm
mediate maps from
f
within th
he
ssessions, if onee is interested in
n this level of detail.
d

A majoor benefit of thhe Concept M
Maps method coompared to
existinng approaches iis the ability too capture the dyynamics of
use, w
which also referrs to the learniing of the APII and helps
in avo iding “false positives”. For example, lookking at the
adjectiive ratings froom such a pperspective cann be very
helpfull. We can use a simple excell table to visuaalize which
adjectiives have beenn assigned to which conceppt at what
point iin time and whhether this hass changed at some point.
Table 1 illustrates thhis for one off our groups iin the case
study ((group 1). We can quickly ssee that the Vieew and the
ViewM
Model of the M
MVVM patterrn were assignned with a
negativve adjective duuring the first session whichh was later
on chaanged to a poositive adjectiive (and correected links
betweeen concepts), inndicating the oovercoming off a learning
barrierr. Other groupps resemble thhis behavior, hhowever in
some ccases, the negaative adjective stays. In suchh cases, the
knowleedge of an AP
PI designer cann then be veryy helpful to
resolvee conflicts beetween functioonal and non-functional
requireements (the uutility of the MVVM patteern vs. the

F
Figure 6: digitizzed map of grou
up 2, session 2 (compare
(
to Fig
g.5
ffor the still imag
ge)

H
Having this digital
d
represeentation helps the analyst to
iddentify interesting parts ass the visual noise
n
of a sttill
pphotograph is cleared
c
and asp
pects such as th
he problem areeas
sstand out moree clearly. Furth
hermore, we caan use addition
nal
toools for graph analysis, whicch we will show
w in step 3.
SStep 2 – Gen
neral analysis of concepts, adjectives, an
nd
pproblem areas:: Before analyzzing individuaal maps in detaail,
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learning issues). In this table, we also visualized whether a
concept was part of a problem area or not (the red frame
around adjectives). The DB Server concept was assigned
with the adjective “complicated” during the first three
sessions and “confusing” during the last session. It was
furthermore marked as being part of a problem area during
the second and third session, but not in the fourth. We
interpret the choice of adjectives and the problem area here
in a way that the users found some way to get the DB
Server to work, but even in the end were not quite sure how
they managed it. So a negative adjective stayed, but the
problem area disappeared. In this example, analyzing the
final (working) code could lead to the wrong impression
that the API was well understood (“false negative”). So we
think that the concept maps allow for a more objective
measure of understanding by looking at the dynamics of the
learning process.
Group 1
Concepts/Session
Semantic_Zoom_Levels
View_Information_Object
Resize_Behvior
ViewModel
Model
Drag_Drop
InformationLandscape
SurfaceHandler
DBServer
RootCollection
LandscapeHandler
UserFunctions
Commands
VisualProperties
MouseInput
MouseHandler
SurfaceInput
DataBackend
RotateBehavior

G1S1

G1S2

G1S3

G1S4

elegant
confusing
empty
inconvenient
easy
pleasant
beautiful
empty
complicated
good

elegant
precise
competent
convenient
easy
pleasant
beautiful

elegant
precise
competent
convenient
easy
pleasant
beautiful

elegant
precise
competent
convenient
easy
pleasant
beautiful

complicated
good
good
beautiful
convenient
empty
inconvenient
inconvenient

complicated
good
good
beautiful
convenient
precise
easy
inconvenient
easy
empty

confusing
good
good
beautiful
convenient
precise
easy
inconvenient
easy
competent
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and used for free for non-commercial use, provides the
necessary functionality. It easily allows displaying an
animation between two or several graphs and highlights any
changes. For example, nodes are animated on their way to a
new position, new nodes are smoothly faded in,
disappearing links are marked red before fading out and
new links are marked green before becoming permanent.
When analyzing one group in detail, this is already very
helpful. We recommend using the results from step 2 as a
focus point for the eye; then, play back and forth between
the maps several times to identify the details. To obtain
even more comprehensible animations to compare two
groups with each other or the groups with the master map,
there is another useful operation available, namely
automatic dynamic graph layout. This is helpful, as each
group as well as the master map, while maybe being
semantically similar, may have very different spatial
layouts that can make visual comparisons difficult. visone
employs a framework for offline dynamic graph drawing,
meaning that all states of a graph are known before a layout
is to be computed, as is the case here. The underlying
layout algorithm used is the energy-based technique stress
minimization [17], which generally produces better results
than comparable energy-based techniques and also scales
very well [5]. In dynamic graph layout, the objective is to
preserve the mental map of a viewer, i.e. parts of a layout,
where the graph does not change much, should not alter
over the course of time, therefore producing coherent
layouts and facilitating easy comparison between
successive states. However, layout quality in terms of
faithful representation of structural features in the graph and
maintaining dynamic stability are naturally opposed
objectives in most cases. The algorithm employed in visone
explicitly models this trade-off with an anchoring-approach
[6] [16], penalizing point-wise deviations of a nodes'
position from a reference position during layout calculation.
A stability parameter 0<=α<=1 allows control between
quality and stability. Using α=0 corresponds to regular
stress minimization for each individual layout, whereas α=1
will result in the reference layout for each state.

Table 1 – Adjectives assigned to concepts over time. Each
column represents one session and each row one concept.
Black = concept not yet added to the map, empty: concept
added, but no adjective assigned.

We can also confirm here the already discussed issues with
the input handler concepts, such as the Landscape Handler
or the Mouse Handler. Only one group did not assign a
negative adjective with either one of the two at some point.
The others also frequently assigned problem areas to this
part of the API (as in table 1), again indicating some clear
misconceptions and usability issues.

Regarding the reference layout, there are three options
available. We can use either one of the input graphs as
reference, which is a sensible choice for comparisons with
the master map or to compare to different groups at one
point in time; take the previous state as reference for the
current one; or compute an aggregated layout of the whole
sequence as reference, which worked best for comparing a
series of graphs of one group.

Step 3: Visualizing changes over time: While the above
analysis is in principal also possible by looking at the
original maps, this part of the analysis requires the
graphML based digital representations. This allows us to
use graph analysis software to further decompose and
analyze the links between nodes. As we are especially
interested in changes over time, we find animations to be
particularly useful [20]. The graph analysis research project
visone (http://www.visone.info), which can be downloaded

Figure 7 shows the original and rearranged maps for group
5 as well as the master map. While it is very difficult to
visually grasp any differences between the original and the
master map, the layout algorithm makes this a much easier
task. We can easily see several differences but also
similarities. The lower part of the graph stays more or less
completely stable (the prototype concepts are missing in the
master map). The upper part looks similar as well but the
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aanimation reveaals some differrences. The com
mmands conceept
is missing and
d the thereby connected useefunctions of an
a
oobject conceptt is wrongly connected directly
d
to vieew
cconcept. This in
ndicates that th
he commands were
w treated ass a
bblack box and usage
u
could bee enhanced and
d simplified wiith
templates or code
c
snippets. Besides, several
s
attacheed
bbehavior conccepts are missing
m
in grroup5. As th
he
ffunctionality ex
xisted in the prototype,
p
they
y probably too
ok
aadvantage of these by cop
pying existing
g code witho
out
uunderstanding the underlying
g conceptual model.
m
This can
ccause problemss when new behaviors
b
havee to be designed
thhat are not pro
ovided by the frramework.
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the conncepts as they eexpected a diffferent functionnality based
on theeir prior experriences. Seconnd, the MVVM
M pattern,
while ccausing less trrouble than exxpected, still leed to some
misconnceptions andd was widelyy rated withh negative
adjectiives. In some cases, conceptts that should connect to
ViewModel,
the Vieew or the Moddel were conneected to the V
indicatting that users had problems to clearly sepparate these
from eeach other. Thiird, we observeed several grouup specific
issues that did not cause problemss on a general level with
individdual conceptss. The insigght gained here will
neverthheless help too create a morre usable inteerface. The
duratioon of five sessiions also reveaaled to be apprropriate, as
the conncept maps haad mostly connverged up to the fourth
sessionn.
CONC LUSION

In this paper we havve presented thhe Concept Maaps method
as a loongitudinal appproach to evaaluate the usabbility of an
API. T
The method is bbased on the iddea that conceppt maps can
be useed to elicit andd assess the kknowledge useers have of
compleex and abstract domains – foor example scieence in the
originaal use of conceept maps or ann API as in ouur case. We
showedd that the higgh-level view above code-leevel, which
the Cooncept Maps ddemand and provide, makes it easier to
recognnize misconcepptions and usaability issues bbefore they
will leaad to serious pproblems after deployment. T
The method
provid es a variety off means for datta gathering annd analysis,
such a s the possibilitty to rate conccepts or indicaate problem
areas. The graph baased structure of the maps allows the
creatioon of digital representationns of the maaps which
facilitaates the use off graph analyssis tools, such as visone.
Using the Concept M
Maps method inn a cross-sectioonal design
can alrready greatly increase the benefit, e.g. oof an API
usabiliity test. By alllowing particcipants to creaate such a
personnal map and exxtend and moddify it over tim
me, changes
in undderstanding aree becoming vissible to the ressearcher as
and learning bbarriers can bee observed. Using graph
well an
analysiis tools suchh as visone could also allow the
applicaation of simiilarity algorithhms, thereby providing
means to measuree the level of agreementt between
particippants and thee API develoopers. Furtherrmore, the
methodd can be appliied in a more rrealistic task ssetting than
what iss possible in a usability test.. While we haave focused
on the creation of thhe maps, they ccan also servee as helpful
promptt during intervviews, allowingg participants tto spatially
locate problems, whhich was greeatly appreciatted in our
method can
studiess. Last but noot least, the Cooncept Map m
help pparticipants in gaining a bettter understandding of the
API ass it asks them tto reflect on thheir usage and as concept
maps hhave proven tto be useful leearning aids inn the past.
While this certainly influences the method itsellf (as with
many evaluation appproaches), we see this ass being of
specifiic benefit as a training oppportunity for pparticipants
that arre from withinn an organization that develoops an API
for inteernal use and aare meant to bbe end users ass well. And
finally , asking the A
API developerss to create a m
master map
can alsso help in identtifying potentiaal issues upfronnt.

F
Figure 7: Top: group 5 orig. map, bottom left:
l
master ma
ap,
b
bottom right: group
g
5 map ba
ased on the strress minimizatio
on
laayout and the master
m
map as reference
r
(α = 75%)
7

SStep 4/0: Video
o analysis: Wee intentionally
y did not discu
uss
vvideo analysis at that point, as
a this step is not
n really metho
od
sspecific. Neverrtheless, we th
hink that analy
yzing the videeotaaped session can reveal insig
ghts that are diffficult to identiify
ffrom a result based analysiss as shown here. Participan
nts
ooften discuss the
t position an
nd the linking
g of concepts in
ddetail; sometim
mes argue aboutt it, which obv
viously should be
b
cconsidered wh
hen analyzing the data. If time
t
constrain
nts
ddon’t allow dettailed video an
nalysis, note taaking during th
he
ssessions can allso help identify the importaant situations. In
aany case, the video data sh
hould be used
d to verify an
ny
cclaims.
C
Case Study Co
onclusion

W
We could iden
ntify three maiin issues with the help of th
he
C
Concept Maps method within
n the ZOIL API.
A First, peop
ple
hhave difficulties understand
ding the conceept of differeent
innput handlers. Video analyssis revealed th
hat they misused
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In the future, it will be interesting to investigate how the
method can also be combined with theoretical frameworks,
such as Clarke’s approach of using the cognitive
dimensions. It might also be interesting to investigate the
effect of using pre-defined vs. user-defined concepts in
detail. While we have comprehensively discussed how to
use the Concept Maps method and the possibilities during
the analysis of the data, we think that one significant benefit
of the method is its flexibility in terms of materials and data
gathering techniques that are included. Eventually, it opens
up a huge design space for future research on how to elicit
knowledge and understanding of an API which can be
beneficial for analyzing the usability of one specific API as
well as for the design of future APIs.
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